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Today’s Format: Creative Rounds
In a 15x15 presentation format, participants will present 15 images, 
then talk about each for 15 seconds. In other words, there are 225 
seconds to tell a story, any story, with visuals guiding the way. Thank 
you for joining us to  celebrate community and conversation. 

to THINKER  THURSDAY
WELCOME CREATIVES!

Artists, designers, filmmakers, architects, writers, 
innovators…welcome to Thinker Thursdays, our 
freeform creative presentations and more formal  
critique sessions.

Wendy Babcox 
Noisy WomeN

Since 2016 I have felt the overwhelming desire to make some noise, to protest, to be unruly, in the streets 
and in my studio practice. I was/am a member of an artist-run collective/space in Tampa with a mission to 
foreground the work of women and female identifying artists called Cunsthaus. In early 2017 I proposed 
that I might organize drum lessons for women at the space. My aim had been to bring more energized 
programming to the space beyond it merely serving as an exhibition space. In order for a contemporary art 
space to remain vital and useful it must foster activities and actions that reverberate out into the community. 
Our community of drummers is now in its third year. My passion for drumming is now embedded in my 
practice as a studio artist. I have created cyanotype photograms (indexical photographic prints) of my first 
drum set. I have also made a series of collages of “monster” drum sets, created from found images of drums 
on Facebook Marketplace. This year, in an effort to deepen my research, I learned to build maple stave snare 
drums by hand.

Wendy Babcox is an interdisciplinary artist living and working in Tampa, Florida where she is an Associate 
Professor in the School of Art and Art History at the University of South Florida in Photographic Practices and 
related media.

MEET THE THINKERS
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Ben Timpson 
metamorphosis

There is an enigma surrounding the butterfly; it is fragile, yet strong. As a descendant of the Pueblo Indian 
Tribes, Ben Timpson understands that Native Americans embrace the spirituality of nature. In Metamorphosis, 
he uses the wings of safe-sourced butterflies to create portraits of Native American women who have been 
murdered, missing, or domestically abused. These women are four times more likely to be raped or killed than 
any other women in America. This project brings light to an issue affecting thousands of Native Americans, and 
pays an homage to women exposed to heinous circumstances.  Timpson states,”I am inspired by nature and feel 
compelled to tell the story of these women through the symbolic nature of the butterfly wing. The butterfly is a 
representation of metamorphosis, fragility, and hope. In tribes of the American Southwest, the butterfly is revered 
and respected. Conceptually, I use the butterfly as a catalyst. It is my hope that this series brings awareness to a 
very important issue through beauty and change.” Timpson begins the process by researching Native American 
victims who have been murdered, missing, or domestically abused. He seeks the family members of these victims 
and give an explanation of the project and intent. The families share photographs with Timpson that he uses as a 
reference for the portrait. From there, the artist works on a light table to construct a portrait from butterfly wings. 
Finally, the portrait is encased in a wooden frame and backlit with a light panel to show both the transmitted and 
reflective light qualities of the piece.

Benjamin Timpson is an artist specializing in interdisciplinary mediums including photography, painting, and 
sculpture. Benjamin received his MFA from Indiana University and is currently an Assistant Professor of Photography 
at Arizona State University. He has exhibited work in the United States and abroad. Benjamin is a Yale-Smithsonian 
Poynter Fellow.

Ed Kashi 
GoiNG Viral: my CoroNa Diary

This presentation comprises images I’ve made over the past 3+ weeks since returning home from my last trip. I 
am usually away 6-8 months a year and rarely home for longer than a week or two, so this enforced quarantine 
is presenting all kinds of challenges and opportunities. In our 29 year relationship, my wife and I have not spent 
this much time together in one period, and I’m pleased to say so far so good. Our kids are grown and living 
elsewhere, which makes it hard during the pandemic. My presentation will dwell on these personal ruminations.

Ed Kashi is a critically acclaimed photojournalist who uses photography, filmmaking and social media to explore 
geopolitical and social issues. A dedicated educator and mentor to photographers around the world, Kashi 
lectures frequently on visual storytelling, human rights and the world of media. A member of VII Photo Agency 
since 2010, Kashi has been recognized for his complex imagery and its compelling rendering of the human 
condition. His early adoption of hybrid visual storytelling has produced a number of influential short films and 
in 2015 he was named Multimedia Photographer of the Year. His work has published and exhibited worldwide, 
receiving numerous awards and honors, and he has published nine books of his photography.

John seyBold 
takiNG the loNG Way arouND

Making something new doesn’t usually happen in a predictable, linear fashion for me.  But even by my usual 
standards, making a set of four chairs for my house turned into a long and bizarre journey, full of dead ends, 
horrible injury, abrupt course changes, and unplanned learning opportunities.  This is the story of how it all 
happened.

John Seybold is a retired software engineer and technology entrepreneur living in Aspen.  He currently coaches 
high school robotics and makes furniture part-time.
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Meg Reilly 
historiC CoNserVatioN & restoratioN

Learn the difference between conservation and restoration; European vs North American approaches. You don’t 
have to be a scientist to be part of preserving history!

A native of Eastern Iowa, Meg is a graduate of Coe College with a BA in art history and studio art. Driven by detail 
and process, printmaking is her art-making passion. Currently, Meg loves assisting Anderson Ranch guests at the 
front desk and in the gift shop.

Zakriya Rabani 
there’s a First time For eVerythiNG

In 2019 I was able to experience a ton of new things for the first time and when I was recently asked to do this 
presentation it got me to thinking, what other things have I done for the first time? Do I have documentation of 
it? I love storytelling and sharing my experiences so I thought that this presentation would be a great chance to 
reflect on my past experiences and how they have influenced who I am today.

Zakriya Rabani was born and raised in Naples, FL receiving his BFA from the University of Florida and MFA from 
the University of South Florida. He recently participated in a summer long residency at the Franconia Sculpture 
Park in St. Croix, MN.

esTher nooner 
photoGraphy aND the NatioNal park system

A brief history of how the medium of photography and historical events assisted in the formation of the National 
Park Service.

Esther Macy Nooner is the Studio Coordinator of Photography and New Media at Anderson Ranch. She received 
her B.F.A in Photography from Andrews University in Berrien Springs, MI and her M.F.A. in Studio Art from University 
of Arkansas. She has participated in Artist Residencies in the National Park System.
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Joshua McFadden 
Come to selFhooD aND eViDeNCe

Reframing societal views regarding Black masculinity and gender identity has been a driving force behind 
Joshua Rashaad McFadden’s paradigm-shifting visual work over the past several years. In Come to Selfhood, 
his multi-award-winning book, McFadden paired formal portraits of contemporary men, including himself, 
alongside those of their fathers or primary father figures; each person’s intimate handwritten responses to 
survey questions about perceptions and expectations about Black men specifically, men of color generally, and 
its impact personally and culturally, are arranged in between.

Evidence builds upon that work with new portraits and perspectives that offer even more nuanced exploration 
around masculinity, gender identity as well as conformity, and resistance, individually and societally—writings 
and conversations featuring playwright Jireh Holder, creative K. Anthony Jones, actor/singer Dyllon Burnside, 
and director/photographer/curator/writer Thomas Allen Harris provide additional context.

In homage to Rochester, NY adopted son and American icon Frederick Douglass and his pioneering North Star 
newspaper, Evidence is both a newspaper and an exhibition. Evidence dispensers, planted at various locations 
throughout the city, will distribute free newspapers to a broad cross-section of the community that includes 
numerous schools as well as social and religious groups.

Joshua Rashaad McFadden, visual artist and Assistant Professor of Photography at Rochester Institute of 
Technology, uses photography to explore themes related to identity, masculinity, history, race, and sexuality. 
McFadden was recognized as one of Time Magazine’s “American Voices,” he received the Duke University 
Archive of Documentary Arts Collection Award for Documentarians of Color and won a 2018 Communication 
Arts Award of Excellence. Publications McFadden’s work has appeared in include: The New York Times 
Magazine, Time Magazine, and Smithsonian Magazine.


